
 

 
Holidays Home Work (Session 2022-23)  

Class –XII C 
 

Name: - _________________           RollNo._________  

 Dear students, 

Greetings!!! 
 

“Longer days and shorter nights Dark shades & brighter lights Favourite music & 

best friends Keep away pencils keep away Pens. Make these days the time of your life 

And make the nights just as right This time only comes once a year So live it up 

without inhibition and fear. This summer break try and make a difference”. 

 

 

 Good manners are the key -Respect your parents, grandparents and all elders. Use three 

magical words (Sorry, Please and Thank you).

 Stay Fit, Stay Healthy -Play your favourite game/sport regularly.

 Save Nature – Contribute to save our precious environment.Minimize the wastage of 

resources like water, fuel and electricity.

 Must do:- 

 Read Newspaper daily. 

 Revise the previous (done) work. 

 



 

 

Subjects Tasks/Activities 
English Assignment 1 

 Should Students get limited access to the Internet? 

 Contribution of Technology in Education 

 Time and Tide Wait for None 
National Education Policy 
•  Safety of Women in India: A Big Concern 
Note: Express yourself on any three of these suggested topics in 120-150 
words. 
Write each topic on A-4 sized sheet. 
 

Assignment 2 (Art Integration Based) 
•  AIA 1- Read about the Franco Prussia War and relate it with Last Lesson 
and write all the problems faced by the people of Alsace in 300 words. This 
 
AIA activity, you will write in fair note book. 
 
•  AIA 2: As you have read poem “My Mother at Sixty- six” in which you 
observed that Ageing is a normal process. Make a collage of your 
experiences with your mother & father (in form of photos) from your initial 
school life to Class XII. Do the same on A-3 Sheet. 
Note: Solve all the worksheets (chapter wise) that have been shared in 
whatsapp group in the end of each lesson. Do the same in Fair notebook. 
Note: Revise complete syllabus for P.T-1 and Solve all the worksheets 
(Chapter wise). 
 

POLTICIAL 
SCIENCE 

 

1. Revise chapters from NCERT FOR PT-1. 
2. Make a ppt on National building 
3. Make a scrapbook on Alternative centres of power  
4. In the given political outline map of India, five states have been 
shown as  (A),(B),(C),(D) and (E). Identify them on the basis of the given 
information. Give their correct names with the respective serial number of 
the information and alphabet concerned in the format below: 
● The State which came into existence due to bifurcation at the time 
of partition in 1947. 
●  A Princely State whose ruler resisted its merger with India. 
● The State where the Congress party failed to win a majority in the 
First general Elections of India. 
● The 29th State of India.The State that was created in 1966. 



 

 

 
  
5. Read the following questions and mark them on map .Name the 
origin state from which the following  state were carved out: 
● Gujarat  
● Haryana  
● Meghalaya 
● Chattisgarh 
 
6. Name two states who were affected  by the partition of the country  
 
7. Name two states that were once a union territory  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HISTORY 

I. Make a Scrapbook on Indian emperors 600 BCE to 600 CE. 
II. Map work: (locate and label )sites of mature harappan , 

Mahajanapadas,Ashokan inscriptions, Buddhist sites  
III.  Revise CH.1,2,3,4 for PT-1  

Important Points to be noted:-  
● Only hand written projects will be entertained.  
● Data, updated news, facts, can be used. Newspaper cuttings, 
Images and case studies can also be used, to make it more 
attractive. 
 ● It is important for students to write cases related to the above 
topic and Articles.  
● Quality content and research work should be equally emphasized 
by the students. Marking will be done on the basis of the same 

 
 
ECONOMICS 

Revise unit 1 (Indian Economy)and unit 4 (Money Banking). 

Write about features of Economic reforms ( Liberalization, 

Privatization and Globalization )  

on an A4 size sheet. 

Solve the assignment. 

 

ASSIGNMENT 



 

 Why despite the implementation of Green revolution 65% of the 

population continued to be engaged in the agriculture sector till 

1990. 

 Traditional handicraft industries were ruined under British rule. Do 

you agree with this view?Give reasons in support of your answer. 

 Subsidies put a huge burden on government finances but are 

necessary for poor and marginal farmer’s .Do you agree that granting 

subsidies justify the objective of social justice? 

 What is an Inward looking Strategy? What were the benefits of this 

strategy? 

 To what extent demonetization really benefited India? 

 Why are cash deposits of the governments and of the commercial 

banks with the RBI not treated as a part of money supply? 

 Introduction of money has separated the acts of “sale” and 

“purchase”. How ? 

 Define bank rate. What is its role to control excess and deficient 

demand? 

 Define Credit Multiplier.What role does it play in determining the 

credit creation power of the banking system? Use a numerical 

illustration to explain. 

 Explain the role of the Reserve Bank of India as the “lender of last 

resort”. 

 

 
MATHEMATICS 

 

I. Revise chapter 1,2,3,4 and 5 from NCERT 

II. Complete given Assignment that will be shared in your class 

whatsapp group. 

III. Do the following activities in Lab manual 

 To verify the relation R in the set L of all lines in a plane, defined by 

R= {(l,m) : l is parallel to m} is symmetric but neither reflexive nor 

transitive. 

 To demonstrate a function which is not one-one but is onto 

 To find analytically the limit of a function f(x) at  x=c and also to 

check the continuity of the function at that point. 

 To verify Rolle’s Theorem 

COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 

 Revise syllabus till date. 

 Do practice programs. 

 Write a python program to the highest 3 values in a dictionary. 

 Write a python program to make chain of function decorators(bold, 

italic, underline etc)  

 in python. 



 

 Write a method in python to read lines from a text file abc.txt and 

display those lines which start with the alphabet ‘K’. 

 
 
 
 
 

PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

Unit-1 Planning in sports 

 

 Tournament -knock out, league or Round Robin and combinations. 

Procedures to draw fixtures - knockout(bye, seeding and special seeding) 

and league(shair, cyclic and tabular method) 

 

Unit 2:sports and nutrition 

 Make a chart of a balanced diet mentioning all nutrition macro and 

micronutrients. 

 

Unit 3: Yoga and lifestyle 

 Exercise all mcq from this chapter. 

 

Unit 4: Physical education and sports for CWSN. 

 Types of disorder,it's cause and nature(ADHD, SPD, ASD, ODD, 

OCD) 

 

 

Hope you have a great time while enjoying your Summer Break. 


